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AL Arabi were back as the 
QNB Stars League new season 
leaders with a 2-0 win over 
Al Markhiya in their Week 3 
match played at the Education 
City Stadium on Tuesday.

The star of the match for 
Al Arabi, who moved to the 
top of the standings with nine 
points, was their international 
Youssef Msakni. 

The Tunisian was instru-
mental in both the goals.

Msakni first was involved 
with an assist in the 49th 
minute for Omar Al Somah to 
score, while in the 73rd min-
ute, Msakni himself delivered 
a successful header.

Following a goalless open-
ing half, Al Arabi struck soon 
in the second session and 

held sway for most part of the 
match. 

Msakni was involved in 
most of Al Arabi’s attacking 
action against Al Markhiya. 
His hard efforts were reward-
ed when Al Arabi set up an 
attack from top the box and 
Msakni who was on the left 
inside the danger area beat a 
charging goalkeeper by mak-
ing a fine pass on the right to 
an unmarked Al Somah, who 
gleefully put the ball in an 
empty net.

Later, Msakni made the 
most of a perfect long pass 
from Ibrahim Kalla by head-
ing over his left shoulder for 
his first and his team’s second 
goal.

The strike dampened Al 
Markhiya’s hopes of a come-
back. But Al Arabi clearly were 
the dominating side on the 

day, raiding the rival goal sev-
eral times.

The league leaders, and 
last season’s quarter-finalists, 
could have ended with more 
goals had it not been for some 
close missed chances.

Abdulaziz Al Ansari’s left 
kick just missed the goal post 
by inches on the right in the 
67th minute while Al Somah’s 
shot wide with none to beat in 
the 88th minute.

Al Markhiya had their fair 
share of chances in the first 
half with Hamroun Jugurtha 
and Driss Fettouhi making at-
tempts. 

In the 25th minute, Al 
Arabi’s goalkeeper Mahmoud 
Abunada had a forceful fall on 
his back while trying to collect 
an Al Markhiya corner kick. 
Thankfully, the goalie was 
back on his feet soon.

Msakni puts Al Arabi 
back atop standings

FIFA agrees to cancel Brazil vs 
Argentina World Cup qualifier
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BERLIN 

FIFA has agreed to cancel the 
World Cup qualifier between 
Brazil and Argentina.

The fixture in September 
was stopped shortly after kick-
off when Brazilian health of-
ficials entered the field claim-
ing four Argentina players had 
broken COVID-19 protocols.

FIFA was pushing for 
the clash to be rescheduled 
for next month, despite the 
fact the game was essentially 
meaningless with both teams 

having already qualified for 
the World Cup in Qatar later 
this year.

The confederations of 
Brazil and Argentina both op-
posed FIFA’s demand, with 
the case taken to the Court 
for Arbitration of Sport (CAS) 
where all three parties agreed 
to the deal.

Brazil’s Tite and Argen-

tina’s Lionel Scaloni argued 
the risk of injuries and sus-
pensions were too high for 
the game to be played, which 
would have occurred just two 
months before the World Cup 
is scheduled to begin.

With the agreement, both 
South American teams are free 
to schedule friendlies against 
opponents of their choosing 

for their World Cup prepa-
rations – where they will be 
looking to end Europe’s domi-
nance on the world stage.

Brazil have not won the 
tournament since 2002 and 
were humiliated by Germa-
ny in the semi-finals when 
hosting the tournament in 
2014, where Argentina were 
subsequently beaten in the 
final.

Argentina are alongside 
Mexico, Poland and Saudi 
Arabia in Group C, while Bra-
zil are in Group G with Serbia, 
Switzerland and Cameroon.

THE Brazilian national 
team is full of experi-
enced players who will 
be on the roster for FIFA 
World Cup Qatar 2022, 

which starts on November 20 
and will conclude on Decem-
ber 18.

Brazil have not missed 
any edition of the World Cup, 
and are five-time champions 
– the most by any team in the 
world. A Seleçao will again 
be strong contenders for the 
title at FIFA World Cup Qa-
tar 2022. Brazil have been 
drawn in Group G along with 
Cameroon, Serbia and Swit-
zerland.

The Brazilians admit that 
they are coming to Qatar 
armed with the most out-
standing side and there is no 
need to be surprised by the 
presence of three players who 
form the backbone of their 
defence line, two of whom 

play as the heart of their de-
fence and one as a center 
field specialist in recovering 
balls. This does not mean 
that Brazil will give up on 
their attacking play. The best 
proof of this has been in their 
creative and subtle play and 
the ability to finish moves ac-
curately and successfully.

Brazil has many options 
that any coach would desire 
in the presence of players like 
Philippe Coutinho, Rafinha, 
Richarlison, Gabriel Jesus, 
and Antony.

During the qualifiers for 
the FIFA World Cup Qatar 
2022, Brazil achieved the 
best results, where they fin-
ished first and undefeated 
with 45 points - two points 
more than Argentina.

FIFA confirmed in a re-
port that there are five play-

ers who would play a key role 
for Brazil at FIFA World Cup 
Qatar 2022, the most promi-
nent of whom is the star Ney-
mar, who showed tremendous 
talent at the 2018 World Cup. 

Since the early years of 
the last decade, that is, at the 
beginning of the 2014 World 
Cup qualifiers, this player has 
been the technical reference 
for Brazil and perhaps the be-
ginning of his current season 
with Paris Saint - Germain 
shows that he still is, as Ney-
mar started the 2022-2023 
season amazingly, where he 
scored a double and executed 
an assist from which Messi 
scored a wonderful goal in the 
French Champions Cup final, 
contributing significantly to 
his team’s victory at the ex-
pense of Nantes, enabling the 
Parisian team to win the title 
again. And during the first 
round of the French League, 

Neymar managed to make at 
least three assists and score 
a goal in the match in which 
his teammates beat Clermont 
Foot 5-0.

In Qatar, Neymar will play 
the role of a playmaker with 
the freedom of movement as 
a striker and connect their 
young and energetic attacking 
line, whatever the team com-
position.

Another prominent player 
who will be with Brazil at the 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 
is Thiago Silva. One of the 
players who has played in the 
previous two editions of the 
World Cup. At the age of 37, 
Silva remains one of the best 
central defenders in the world, 
with technical skill in getting 
the ball out, physical strength 
and intelligence to reduce 
spaces in the defence area.

With Chelsea, this player 
achieved the Champions 
League title, the European 
Super Cup and the Club 
World Cup, and even became 
such a role model at the club 
that one of his fans is none 
other than John Terry, who 
used to win trophies with the 
Brazil national team. 

International defender 
Marquinhos will also be part 
of the Brazilian at the 2022 
FIFA World Cup Qatar, and 
this 28-year-old veteran de-
fender, who accompanied 
Silva at Paris Saint-Germain, 
is at the top of his game, com-
bining the experience he has 
accumulated at major Euro-
pean tournaments over the 
past nine years.

Marquinhos is character-
ized by flexibility and agility 
to cover large areas, which 
is essential in a team that 
adopts an advanced attack-

ing style. Although he seems 
short for the position he oc-
cupies, he compensates with 
his superior ability to inter-
cept the ball and build attack. 
For a while he has been one 
of the regular players in Bra-
zilian football, where he plays 
the role of captain.

The Brazilian national 
team at the FIFA World Cup 
Qatar 2022 will also include 
Casemiro of the Spanish Real 
Madrid team, who starred 
with the Brazilian national 
team in the young age cat-
egories. Since then he has 
become one of the pillars in 
the Spanish team with five 
Champions League titles and 
three Club World Cups, along 
with other titles.

Casemiro is characterized 
by his ability to get the ball 
out accurately and quickly, 

he is also a necessary player 
in supporting a strong attack-
ing line, both with Real Ma-
drid and Brazil. But it is not 
only his technical qualities 
that guarantee him a place in 
the national team.

In June this year, days 
after his brilliant season with 
Real Madrid in the Champi-
ons League, Casemiro was 
called up for Brazil’s friend-
ly matches in Asia. Due to 
his physical condition and 
professionalism, the team’s 
coach Tite was more flexible 
with him, and said: “At first, 
I wasn’t planning to involve 
someone who had just been 
in the Champions League fi-
nal. But I made an exception 
for Casemiro, having talked 
with him and because of his 
physical condition. He is in 
good shape, he has energy to 
spare and he is taking care of 
himself. That’s why it was an 

exception to the rule and we 
will rely on him at the World 
Cup.”

Brazil also have a player 
who will be influential in 
the tournament. Lucas Pa-
queta, who booked his place 
in the national team, scored 
the goal that booked Brazil’s 
qualification card for the 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022, 
during the match against Co-
lombia, played in November 
2021.

Paqueta, who plays with 
Lyon of France, showed great 
understanding with the play-
ers of the Brazilian national 
team, during the World Cup 
qualifiers, especially with 
Neymar, combining effec-
tively in moves that lead to 
the opponent’s penalty area. 

Watch out for this Brazil 
team at Qatar 2022. (QNA)

Favourites Brazil aiming for sixth 
World Cup triumph at Qatar 2022

Neymar (centre), who showed tremendous talent at the 2018 World Cup in Russia, will continue to lead Brazil’s attack at the FIFA World 
Cup Qatar 2022. 

Al Arabi fans celebrate their team’s 2-0 win over Al Markhiya in the third round match of QNB Stars 
League 2022-23 season at the Education City Stadium on Tuesday.

Al Duhail fans during the Red Knights’ third round QNB Stars League match against Al Rayyan at the 
Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium on Tuesday.

Al Duhail escape with 2-1 
win over Al Rayyan
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AL Duhail rallied to score a 
2-1 win over Al Rayyan in their 
Week 3 match of the 2022-
2023 season of QNB Stars 
League at the Ahmad Bin Ali 
Stadium on Tuesday.

Goalless at half time, the 
match turned thrilling in the 
second half with Al Rayyan 
ruing an 89th minute missed 
penalty strike by Yohan Boli 
which hit the crossbar deny-
ing them the chance to score 
a draw. 

It was Boli who opened the 
scoring with a wonderful goal 
in the 8th minute before Al 
Duhail came back with goals 
from Youssef Ayman Farahat 

and Khaled Mohammed in 
the 48th and 87th minutes re-
spectively.

The final moments of the 
match saw frenetic action and 
a volley from Boli was stopped 
by hand by Al Duhail’s Diyab 
Haroon Taha earning him a 
red card and a spot kick to Al 
Rayyan. While Boli took the 
kick and hit hard, the ball hit 
the top bar of the goal post and 
flew away.

Earlier, soon in the second 
half, Al Duhail’s an alert Farahat 
chipped in his team’s equaliser 
in a goal-mouth melee following 
a well-directed corner kick from 
Paulo Edmilson.

The goal saw the Red 
Knights gain momentum and 
attack the opponent’s goal on 

several occasions.
They eventually succeeded 

in scoring the second goal when 
Khaled Mohammed picked on 
the ball after a lapse from a rival 
player and made a dash from 
near the centre to beat a hapless 
goalkeeper to his right from the 
top of the box.

Al Duhail seemed heading 
home before Boli’s kick from a 
cross into the goal was stopped 
by Diyab.

Unfortunately for Al Rayy-
an and luckily for Al Duhail 
the penalty could not be con-
verted into a goal.

In the end, a foul against 
Edmilson on the sidelines 
saw tempers flare and Al Du-
hail coach Hernan Crespo was 
flashed with the red.

The confederations of Brazil and Argentina both 
opposed FIFA’s demand, with the case taken to the 
Court for Arbitration of Sport (CAS) where all three  

parties agreed to the deal.

Brazil have not missed any edition of the World Cup, and are five-time champions – the most by any team in 
the world. A Seleçao will again be strong contenders for the title at FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 

95 Days to go

Without a doubt, winning the World Cup is 
the highest prize in football. It’s the peak 
– the maximum that you can reach.  – CafuWEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17, 2022
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JOACHIM Andersen has elected to in-
volve police after he was bombarded 
by death threats and a torrent of abuse 
online following Crystal Palace’s 1-1 
draw at Liverpool.

The Eagles defender was headbut-
ted by Darwin Nunez, who was red-
carded by referee Paul Tierney and 
now faces a three-match ban for vio-
lent conduct.

Andersen was booked in the same 
incident, but took to Instagram to 
share what he said was a sample of 
hundreds of abusive messages he had 
received since the encounter.

“Got maybe 300-400 of these mes-
sages last night,” the Dane posted to 
his Instagram story.

“I understand you support a team 
but have some respect and stop act 
[sic] tough online.

“Hope @instagram and the @pre-
mierleague do something about this.” 
Palace players can choose whether or 
not to engage their club’s police liaison 
officer and the Premier League, who 
have a team set up to investigate, and 
the PA news agency understands that 

Andersen has elected to do so.
A Premier League spokesman con-

firmed the governing body had been in 
touch with Palace this morning to offer 
help. Some of the screenshots called 
for the Palace player’s death, while 
others - many ridden with expletives - 
contained other vile attacks.

Many threatened not just Anders-
en, but his family.

“I will kill you and your family. See 
you You will died [sic],” wrote one user, 
while another said: “I hope you have 
a long life of pain for u and ur family 
@*#%....” A third wrote: “Some tough 
man diving on the floor, hope the plane 

crashes on the way back to London.”
A spokesperson for Instagram’s 

parent company Meta said the organi-
sation were in contact with Andersen’s 
representatives.

The spokesperson said: “We have 
strict rules against bullying and harass-
ment and we are in direct contact with 
Joachim’s team on the issue.

“Because DMs are private spaces, 
we don’t proactively look for hate 
speech or bullying in the same way we 
do in other places, and we need some-
one to report the message in app before 
we can take action.

“No one thing will fix this challenge 
overnight, but we’re continuing our 
work with the industry and Govern-
ment to help keep our community safe 
from abuse.” 

The Online Safety Bill, welcomed 
by both the FA and anti-discrimination 
charity Kick it Out, was due to be dis-
cussed in Parliament in July.

The legislation is designed to im-
pose a greater duty of care on tech 
companies to tackle abuse and hate 
on their platforms, but was postponed 
until the Conservative leadership 
campaign, which determines the next 
UK Prime Minister, concludes.

Sports

Liverpool’s Nunez sees red as Diaz 
rescues point for Crystal Palace

STATS PERFORM/DPA

IT was a mixed night for Liv-
erpool’s South Americans as 
Darwin Nunez was sent off on 
his home debut, but Luis Diaz 
scored a wonder goal to earn a 
point for the 10-man hosts in a 
1-1 draw against Crystal Palace.

A frustrating night for Ju-
rgen Klopp’s team appeared 
to be heading for defeat af-
ter Wilfried Zaha’s first-half 
opener and Nunez’s dismissal 
just before the hour.

Diaz’s superb individual ef-
fort got his team level, though, 
before last season’s Premier 
League runners-up set about 
trying to find a winner but to 
no avail.

It represents another early 
season blow to Liverpool’s 
hopes of running champions 
Manchester City close again 
in the title race, already four 
points behind their rivals, but 
as with their opening draw 
against Fulham, it may feel 
like a point gained for Klopp 
in the circumstances.

Liverpool started brightly 
as they tried to find an early 
opener, with Nunez mishitting 
a volley at the far post, while 
Mohamed Salah also went 
close to scoring from Trent 
Alexander-Arnold’s pull back, 
but the Egyptian’s side-footed 
attempt whizzed just wide of 
the near post.

After absorbing so much 
at the other end, it was Palace 

who took the lead in the 33rd 
minute when Eberechi Eze 
got away from Fabinho before 
playing Zaha in on goal, with 
the Ivory Coast international 
placing his shot past Alisson 
into the bottom-right corner.

Liverpool thought they 
were level just before the break 

as Harvey Elliott’s chip found 
Nunez down the left side of the 
penalty area, but his deflected 
shot came back off the post.

Things went from bad 
to worse for Nunez as the 
Uruguayan reacted to being 
shoved by Joachim Andersen 
by pushing his head into the 

Dane, with referee Paul Tier-
ney immediately producing 
a red card for the Liverpool 
striker.

However, the Anfield at-
mosphere soon improved as 
Diaz dribbled inside several 
Palace defenders before un-
leashing a rocket of a shot past 

Vicente Guaita’s despairing 
dive to his left.

The hosts tried to find a 
winner despite having fewer 
players, though Palace could 
also have won it when Zaha 
missed a great chance at the 
far post, but both were forced 
to settle for a point.

Liverpool’s Colombian midfielder Luis Diaz (C) celebrates after scoring his team first goal during the English Premier League football match 
between Liverpool and Crystal Palace at Anfield stadium, in Liverpool, north west England on Monday. (AFP)

Crystal Palace’s Danish defender Joachim Andersen misses to score during the English 
Premier League match against Liverpool at Anfield stadium in Liverpool on Monday. (AFP)

Andersen goes to police over online death threats

ICSS joins hands with UNOCT, UNICRI, and OAS 
ahead of Santiago 2023 Pan American Games

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
SANTIAGO (CHILE)

THE International Centre 
for Sport Security (ICSS) and 
its partners the United Na-
tions Office of Counter-Ter-
rorism (UNOCT) and the 
United Nations Interregional 
Crime and Justice Research 
Institute (UNICRI) along 
with Organization of Ameri-
can States (OAS) convened a 
kick-off meeting to provide 
technical assistance for Chile 
on sport security.   

The meeting which took 
place in Santiago, Chile on 
9-11 August, brought togeth-
er representatives from the 
Chile Olympic Committee, 
(COCH) the National Police, 
security planners for the Pan 
American Games 2023 and 
other entities.  

 It comes within the on-
going preparations for the 
Santiago 2023 Pan American 
Games, the first Pan Ameri-
can Games ever held in the 
South American nation, tak-
ing place from October 20 to 
November 5 in the capital of 
Santiago. 

During the three-day 
meeting, partners have dis-
cussed International, region-
al and national best practices 
and a joint needs analysis 
was conducted, paving the 
way for future integrated 
workshops and training in 
preparation for the Games. 

This significant step for-
ward is part of the imple-
mentation of the Global Pro-
gramme on Security of Major 
Sporting Events (MSE)and 
the Promotion of Sport and 
its Values to Prevent Violent 

Extremism (PVE) launched 
by UNOCT, ICSS, UNICRI 
and the UN Alliance of Civi-
lizations (UNAOC), and the 
official participation of UN 
Counter-Terrorism Execu-
tive Directorate (CTED) and 

INTERPOL.
The Global Programme is 

aimed at strengthening the 
protection of MSE through 
enhanced international co-
operation and sustainable 
security approaches while 

promoting the values of 
sport as a powerful means to 
counter terrorism and pre-
vent violent extremism.

Dale Sheehan Director, 
Capacity Building and Execu-
tive Education of the ICSS, 

said: “This event is a unique 
and timely opportunity to 
start providing a range of 
technical assistance to Chile, 
the host country of the San-
tiago 2023 Pan American 
Games, through the transfer, 
adaptation, mobilization and 
utilization of skills, knowl-
edge and technology in sport 
security and the use of sport 
to provide violent extremism.

Since its inception in 
February 2020, the Global 
Programme’ s partners pro-
vided assistance in this field 
to several UN member states 
such as Cameroun, Costa 
Rica, El Salvador, and Mal-
dives.

We are committed now 
more than ever to continue 
to collaborate closely to sup-
port our mission.”

International Centre for Sport 
Security to provide technical 

assistance to Chile 

Dale Sheehan Director, Capacity Building and Executive Education of the ICSS.

Santiago 2023 Pan American Games, the first Pan American Games 
ever held in the South American nation, will take place from October 
20 to November 5 in Chile.

FIFA suspends India’s 
football federation

DPA
GENEVA 

FIFA has suspended the gov-
erning body of football in In-
dia with immediate effect due 
to third-party interference, it 
said on Tuesday.

World football govern-
ing body FIFA said its coun-
cil “unanimously decided” to 
suspend the All India Football 
Federation (AIFF), mean-
ing India will not be able to 
host the FIFA U-17 Women’s 
World Cup 2022, which was 
scheduled to take place in the 
country on October 11-30.

“The suspension will be 
lifted once an order to set up 

a committee of administra-
tors to assume the powers of 
the AIFF Executive Commit-
tee has been repealed and the 
AIFF administration regains 
full control of the AIFF’s daily 
affairs,” a FIFA statement said.

The world body said it 
was assessing the issue of the 
under-17s tournament, adding 
that it was having talks with In-
dia’s Ministry of Youth Affairs 
and Sports and was “hopeful 
that a positive outcome to the 
case may still be achieved.” 
India’s top court dissolved the 
AIFF in May and appointed a 
three-member committee to 
amend the federation’s stat-
utes and organize elections.

Osaka suffers first-round 
exit at Cincinnati Masters

PA MEDIA/DPA
LONDON 

NAOMI Osaka suffered a first-
round exit at the Cincinnati 
Masters with a 6-4, 7-5 defeat 
to Zhang Shuai.

Osaka, the 2020 finalist in 
Cincinnati, lost in 75 minutes 
as Zhang levelled the pair’s 
head-to-head record at three 
wins apiece.

Zhang had not defeated a 
major winner since the first 
round of the 2020 Australian 
Open when she beat Sloane 
Stephens in three sets.

Former world number one 
Osaka served well by landing 
10 aces and only lost 10 points 
behind her first delivery.

But the number 44 ranked 

Zhang capitalised on Osaka’s 
29 unforced errors to turn the 
match her way.

Osaka showed flashes of 
her best form to level the sec-
ond set at 5-5, having trailed 
5-3, producing some excellent 
backhands to break Zhang 
for the only time. But Osaka’s 
backhand let her down at 5-5 
and Zhang made no mistake 
when serving for the match a 
second time with a love hold 
sealed by her fourth ace.

Karolina Pliskova, the num-
ber 14 seed and 2016 Cincinnati 
champion, eased into the sec-
ond round with a 7-5, 6-1 vic-
tory over Venus Williams.

The two former world 
number ones were facing off 
for the first time in five years 
and Pliskova scored her third 
win in four attempts against 
Williams. Romania’s Sorana 
Cirstea knocked out number 
12 seed Belinda Bencic 6-2, 6-7 
(3), 6-4 in a contest which last-
ed two hours and 38 minutes.

Belgium’s Elise Mertens 
brushed aside Ukraine’s An-
helina Kalinina 6-1, 6-1 to set 
up a second-round date with 
Pliskova.

Naomi Osaka in Mason, Ohio,  
on Tuesday. (Getty/AFP)

International Centre for Sport Security to 
provide technical assistance to Chile
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Qatar bowling team wins five medals at Arab C’ship in Egypt
QNA
CAIRO

THE Qatari bowling national 
team was crowned with gold, 
silver and bronze medals in 
the singles competitions and 
a silver and bronze in the dou-
bles competition at the 10th 
Arab Bowling Championship 
in Egypt.

Qatar’s fifth medal came 
when the national team 
claimed silver medal in the 
triathlon competition, on 
Tuesday. Jassem Al Muraikhi, 
Mansour Al Hajri and Yousef 
Al-Jaber were part of the team.

Qatar’s Yousef Abdulrah-
man Al Jaber won gold in 
singles scoring 1528 points. 
Al Muraikhi claimed silver 
with 1407 points, while Man-
sour Mesfer Al Awami won 

the bronze medal with 1374 
points.

The duo of Yousef Al Jaber 
and Al Muraikhi won bronze 
medal in doubles finishing 
third in the competition where 
the Saudi team won the gold 
and UAE the silver.

Egypt is hosting the 10th 
Arab Bowling Championship 
for men and the sixth cham-
pionship for women until 
August 19, with the participa-
tion of Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi 
Arabia, Jordan, Bahrain, Iraq, 
the UAE, Oman, Yemen, and 
hosts Egypt.

Qatari Saeed Al Hajri on 
Arab federation board
The General Assembly of the 
Arab Bowling Federation was 
held on the sidelines of the 
Arab championship. 

The meeting saw the elec-
tions of the Federation’s Board 
of Directors for 2022/2026 
session. The elections resulted 
in the victory of Saudi Abdul-
malik Al Shathri as president, 
and Qatari Saeed Al Hajri as 
board member.

Meanwhile, Qatar’s bowl-
ing junior team is participat-
ing in the Asian Junior Bowl-
ing Championship currently 
being held in Bangkok, Thai-
land. 

The Qatari national team’s 
mission to the tournament is 
headed by Secretary-General 
of the Qatar Bowling Federa-
tion Bandar Mubarak Al Shafi 
and includes players Badr 
Khalid Al Sada, Hazeem Al 
Muraikhi, Sultan Abdullah Al 
Qattan and Nasser Rashid Al 
Mansoori.

Qatar won gold, silver and bronze medals in the singles competitions, and a silver and bronze in the doubles at the 10th Arab Bowling Champi-
onship being held in Egypt on Tuesday.

Qatar Boxing Federation (QBF) President Sheikh Fahad bin Khalid Al Thani 
(left) and Yusuf Ali Al Kazim (right), President of Arab Boxing Federation 
and Asst-Secretary of QBF with Abdullah Al Badr, who won a bronze at 
Arab Championship, during a press conference in Doha on Monday.

QBF chief Sheikh Fahad  
applauds Qatar pugilists, 

says boxing league on anvil
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

PRESIDENT of the Qatar Box-
ing Federation (QBF) Sheikh 
Fahad bin Khalid Al Thani has 
opined that the country has 
a bright future in boxing with 
many youngsters joining the 
sport. 

Sheikh Fahad, Qatar’s only 
professional boxer before his 
retirement last year, was elect-
ed as the president of QBF in 
February this year. Since then 
he has dived into boxing mat-
ters as an administrator by 
conducting an event in Katara 
in March before guiding young 
Qatar boxers to compete in 
events in Kuwait and Egypt.

At a media briefing on 
Monday, Sheikh Fahad, said 
he saw many talented pugilists 
in recent boxing events. “We 
conducted an event at Katara 
in March this year. That was 
the first event after I got elect-
ed as the president of the Qa-
tar Boxing Federation. As you 
know, as a professional before, 
I was not really in contact with 
the boxers before. But it was 
really impressive on the num-
ber of club boxers who partici-
pated. The level of boxers was 
good at the junior, senior and 
in the elite class.”

He stressed that Qatari 
boxers are also doing well at 
international events. “Our 
boxers featured in the Elite 
Men’s Championship held in 
Kuwait in July. We had Abdul-
lah Al Badr and Abdul Hadi 
Al Marri representing Qatar. 
Both did well, especially Abdul 
Hadi Al Marri – a young sen-
ior – who went there and won 
a bronze in Kuwait.” 

“After that, we featured in 
the Arab Youth Boxing Cham-
pionship which was also a 
very important event on our 

calendar.”  
Sheikh Fahad hoped to 

prepare a group of boxers, 
who will win accolades in ma-
jor events.   

“We are keeping a keen 
eye on these boxers because 
this is the generation that 
will be competing at the 2030 
Asian Games in Doha. From 
our perspective, it (the Katara 
event) was key to have a start-
ing point towards that goal of 
the Asian Games in 2030,” he 
said. 

The QBF President said 
the federation is setting sights 
on initiating a boxing league in 
the future.   

“The ambition is to have 
a boxing league in the future. 
It is early days. We are not 
there. We want to build such 
a league along with the clubs 
and the federation and do it on 
a monthly basis. This will keep 
the boxers active. The plan is 
to have a league that runs for 
a few months. That would give 
them (the boxers) something 
to look forward to even when 
they are not competing at in-
ternational level.”

We are keeping a keen eye 
on these boxers because 
this is the generation that 
will be competing at the 
2030 Asian Games in Doha. 
From our perspective, it (the 
Katara event) was key to 
have a starting point 
towards that goal of the 
Asian Games in 2030 
Sheikh Fahad bin Khalid Al 
Thani, President, Qatar  
Boxing Federation 

QATAR’S FENCING TEAM WINS BRONZE AT ISLAMIC SOLIDARITY GAMES 

Qatar’s Khaled Aref and Abdullah Khalifa pose after winning the 
bronze medal in the men’s foil fencing Team competition at the 
Islamic Solidarity Games in Konya, Turkiye, on Tuesday. The Qatar duo 
beat Iran 45-34 in the third-place play off. Uzbekistan won gold while 
Turkiye claimed the silver medal.

Andorra runner says he is ‘not  
a hero’ after helping fallen Dane

DPA
MUNICH 

NAHUEL Carabana of An-
dorra sacrificed his own race 
when he tended to a fallen rival 
in the 3,000 metres steepel-
echase at the European Cham-
pionships on Tuesday but said 
that doesn’t make him a hero.

Denmark’s Axel Vang 
Christensen had fallen at one 
of the obstacles while lead-
ing the first heat in Munich’s 
Olympic Stadium.

Other runners continued 
the race but Carabana who 
was running at the back of 
the pack stopped, tried to 
help Christensen up, and 
when that wasn’t possible he 
moved him out of the way on 

the track before continuing.
“He could have been seri-

ously injured,” said Carabana, 
adding that he also decided to 

help because his form in the 
race was not good and he was 
nowhere near the front.

“I thought maybe I can do 
something good. That’s why I 
decided in this way. I don’t feel 
like a hero. Everyone who is 
here is a hero. Everyone of us 
can do something like that. We 
can help each other,” he said.

Carabana got an ovation 
from the crowd for his sports-
manship once he continued to 
finish last, more than a minute 
behind Italian winner Osama 
Zoghlami, while medical staff 
took care of Christensen.

“That made me very hap-
py and showed me that I did 
something very good,” Cara-
bana said in reference to the 
crowd reaction.

Nahuel Carabana of Andorra sacrificed his own race when he tended 
to a fallen rival in the 3,000 metres steepelechase at the European 
Championships on Tuesday 

Bol starts well in daunting 400m/400m 
hurdles double at the Euro athletics

DPA
MUNICH 

DUTCH star Femke Bol started 
the quest for an unprecedented 
400 metres and 400m hurdles 
double gold at the European 
Championships by reaching 
Wednesday’s 400m final.

Bol clocked 50.60 seconds 
to comfortably win her semi-
final on Tuesday in which Pol-
ish title holder Justyna Swie-
ty-Ersetic only finished fifth to 
crash out.

No woman has ever tried 
the 400m flat and hurdles dou-
ble at one event but hurdles 
world record holder Karsten 
Warholm of Norway attempted 
it on the men’s side at the 2018 
Euros, winning the hurdles but 
coming last in the flat distance.

“I wish you good luck. 
You’re going to need it!” War-
holm told Bol in the run-up.

Bol ran a national 400m 
record 49.75 recently which is 
also the best European time, 
and was a 400m indoor Euro-
pean champion last year.

Her hurdles best 52.03 
from last year’s Olympic bronze 
is a European record and she 

is streaks ahead of all rivals in 
Munich. She won hurdles and 
mixed 4x400m relay silvers 
at the recent world champion-
ships in Eugene Oregon.

Bol has said the Munich 
schedule could work in her 
favour with the 400m coming 

first before the hurdles semi-
finals on Thursday and final 
on Friday.

“It’s quite a challenge, but 
I feel good so I can really push 
for it and try to do it,” she said.

“I’m used to the rhythm 
of the 400m hurdles, with the 

barriers to guide me. In the 
flat 400m I have to feel how I 
am going to run.

Going out of my comfort 
zone to do that event first and 
then returning to the 400m 
hurdles is the best way round 
for me.”

Dutch star Femke Bol during the World Atletics Championships in Eugene, Oregon, USA, recently.

No woman has ever tried the 400m flat and hurdles double at one event but hurdles 
world record holder Karsten Warholm of Norway attempted it on the men’s side at the 
2018 Euros, winning the hurdles but coming last in the flat distance.

Qatar players 
for Abu Dhabi 
International 

Chess Festival
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

QATAR chess players Hussein 
Aziz, Abdullah Al amid, Ray-
an Irfan, Saad Al Sulaiti and 
coach Abdul Rahim Al Mahio 
left for Abu Dhabi on Tuesday 
to participate in the Abu Dhabi 
International Chess Festival. 
The event – which began on 
August 16 – ends August 26. 

The event has attracted 
more than 1,000 players from 
54 countries, under under the 
patronage of Sheikh Nahyan bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees of Zayed 
bin Sultan Al Nahyan Charitable 
and Humanitarian Foundation, 
Chairman of the Abu Dhabi 
Sports Council, and under the 
supervision of the Abu Dhabi 
Sports Council, and the organi-
sation of the Abu Dhabi Chess 
and Mind Games Club. 

The event offers a total 
prize of 300,000 dirhams in 
11 classes. A group of top in-
ternational players will par-
ticipate including Wang Hao 
from China, Sinan Gugirov, 
Yevgeny Tomashevsky, Al-
exander Predik from Russia, 
Anton Korpov from Ukraine, 
Arjun Irigaysi from India and 
Ray Robson from the US. 

On the other hand, Qatar’s 
Khaled Al Jamaat and Ibra-
him Al Janahi, accompanied 
by Ali Abdel Razek Hashem, 
Asst Secretary, will leave on 
Wednesday for the Blitz Chess 
event for youth (U16).

Mohamed Al Mudahka, 
President of the Qatar Chess 
Federation, said: “I am confi-
dent that Qatari players par-
ticipating in the tournament 
would be able to achieve posi-
tive results despite the presence 
of strong competitors in Abu 
Dhabi. We got good results at 
the Chess Olympiad that was 
held in India. We were able to 
win 4 matches out of 11 rounds 
at Chess Olympiad in Chennai.” 


